
Browser Issue 
Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

On iOS, you are not able to download and view a 
file.  
On iOS, there is no local file system to which a file 
can be downloaded. Therefore, operations such 
as the DetachAttachment function will execute, 
but no file will be downloaded to the device.  
Work-Around  
This issue has no work-around.  
 
Zooming on iOS on small form factor devices 
creates an unsatisfactory user experience.  
Work-Around  
This issue has no work-around.  

Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

In some circumstances in which the PeopleSoft 
application attempts to open a content reference 
or a PDF attachment in a new browser tab, a 
security limitation of iOS prevents the operation 
from completing correctly.  
In the case of a content reference, the content is 
opened but it is wrapped in a duplicate portal header. 
In the case of a PDF attachment, the file is opened but 
it replaces the current page.  
Work-Around  
This issue has no work-around.  

Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

Certain file types cannot be uploaded from an iOS 
device.  
For all devices on the iOS platform, only image 
files can be uploaded from the device to a 
PeopleSoft system.  
Work-Around  
This issue has no work-around.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

Some page elements are skipped when you tab 
through the page.  
By default, Safari skips certain page elements 
when you tab through the page.  
Work-Around  
You can set your preferences to stop at each 
element.  
1. Select Safari, Preferences to access the 
Preferences dialog box.  
2. Click the Advanced icon.  
3. Check the "Press Tab to highlight each item on 
a webpage" check box.  
4. Close the dialog box.  
 

Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

If the Safari browser is in full screen mode, when 
content has been set to open in a new window, 
the content replaces the current window instead.  
Work-Around  
Use the Back button in the PeopleSoft page 
header to return to the previous page.  

Issues Associated with all Versions of Safari for 
iOS/ Safari for iOS 5.x. 

Bug 18392336  
There are issues displaying pop-up pages on 
Safari for iOS. These issues can include:  

• The inability to close the pop-up page 
using the Close button.  

• The inability to view all of the contents of 
long edit boxes.  

• Certain page controls extend beyond the 
extents of the displayed page, but there 
is no ability to scroll to view these 
controls.  

Work-Around  
This issue has no work-around.  
 

 


